Popular music has a profound and interesting cultural and personal effect. What songs do you listen to again and again? What artists do you turn to when you are feeling happy, or sad, or celebratory, or sexy? Check out the library's collection of literature about recent (and not so recent) popular music. What songs changed your life?

Assayas, Michka. *Bono in Conversation*. ML420 B6856 A5 2005
Common. *One Day It'll All Make Sense*. ML420 C656 2011
Gilbert, Pat. *Passion is a Fashion: The Real Story of the Clash*. ML421 C57 E55 2005
*James Brown: Soul Survivor*. DVD ML420 B818 S68x 2003
Jay-Z. *Decoded*. ML420 J29 A3 2010
Povey, Glenn. *Echoes: The Complete History of Pink Floyd*. ML421 P6 P67x 2010
Rogovoy, Seth. *Bob Dylan: Prophet, Mystic, Poet*. ML420 D98 R64 2009
Stone, Oliver. *The Doors*. DVD ML420 M62 D662x 2000
*This is Elvis*. DVD ML420 P96 T49575x 2007
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Get prepared to be scared! It's October, the month of jack-o-lanterns, trick-or-treat, scary stories and horror movies. So check out one of our frightening flicks or spooky stories, and get ready for Halloween:

*The Birds*. DVD PN1997 B475 2000


*Bram Stoker's Dracula*. DVD PR6037 T617 D7 2005b

*Buckland, Raymond. Spirit Book*. BF1301 B785 2006


*Dr Jekyll & Mr Hyde*. DVD PR5485 A1 2001b

*Dracula*. DVD PR6037 T617 D7 1999c

*Exorcist*. DVD PN1997 E95 2006

*Fall of the House of Usher*. DVD PS2614 A1 2004b


*Ghostbusters*. DVD PN1997 G4453 1999


*Haunted History: Washington DC*. DVD BF1472 U6 W3873x 2009


*James, Henry. The Turn of the Screw*. PS2116 T8 1999


*Lewis, Matthew. The Monk*. PR4887 M7

*Lost Boys*. DVD PN1997 L73437x 2007


*Mary Shelley's Frankenstein*. DVD PR6037 T617 D7 2005b


*Nickell, Joe. Tracking the Man-Beasts: Sasquatch, Vampires, Zombies and More*. QL89 N65 2011

*Night of the Living Dead*. DVD PN1997 N5215 2006

*Nosferatu*. DVD PN1997 N563 2007

*Nosferatu: Phantom Der Nacht*. DVD PN1997 N563 2002

*Nosferatu: The Vampyre*. DVD PN1997 N563 2002

*Parks, Peggy. Ghosts*. BF1461 P37 2010


*Poe, Edgar Allen. Complete Stories and Poems*. PR2600 F66

*Poe, Edgar Allen. Selected Writings*. PS2602 T3 2004

*Poltergeist*. DVD PN1997 P658474x 1999
On September 17, 1787, the delegates to the Constitutional Convention met for the last time to sign the document they had created. We encourage all Americans to observe this important day in our nation's history by attending local events in your area. Celebrate Constitution Day through activities, learning, parades and demonstrations of our Love for the United State of America and the Blessings of Freedom Our Founding Fathers secured for us.

Flynn, Sean. *Economics for Dummies*. HB171.5 F645 2005
Huffington, Ariana. *Third World America*. HC106.84 H84 2010
Rasmus, Jack. *Epic Recession: Prelude to Global Depression*. HB3722 R37 2010
*Your Life, Your Money: Empowernig Young Adults to get Their Money Right*. DVD HG179 Y6785x 2009
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Whether you are an avid gardener with lots of space, or you're laying out an urban garden, or growing herbs in a pot, summer is the time to get out, get dirty, and grow something. Even better if you can grow something to eat. Check out one of these titles on urban gardening, cultivation and city cooking.

Bitman, Mark. *Best Recipes in the World*. TX725 A1 B525 2005
Day, Sonia. *Incredible Edibles: 43 Fun Things to Grow in the City*. SB453 D387 2010
Feldt, Barbara. *Garden Your City*. SB453 F394 2005
*Greenhouse Gardening*. SB415 G73 1989
Carle, Megan. *College Cooking: Feed Yourself and Your Friends*. TX652 C3277 2007
Goodall, Tiffany. *The Ultimate Student Cookbook from Chicken to Chilli*. TX652 G661x 2010
Harris, Patricia. *The Meaning of Food*. GT2853 U5 H64 2005
Madden, Amy. *Look, Dude, I Can Cook: Four Years of College Cooking Made Easy*. TX833.5 M34334x 2007
Madigan, Carleen. *The Backyard Homestead: Produce All The Food Your Need on Just a Quarter Acre*. SB321 B1434 2009
McDonough, Kate. *The City Cook Book: Big City, Small Kitchen, Limitless Ingredients, No Time*. TX714 M3824 2010
Schwarcz, Joe. *An Apple A Day: The Myths, Misconceptions and Truths about the Food we Eat*. TX355 S3475 2009
Smith, Jeremy. *Growing a Garden in the City*. SB457.3 S64 2010
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Final exams are upon us and summer (and the beach!) beckon. Why not combine some improving philosophical reading with a jolt of popular culture?

**Baseball and Philosophy: Thinking Outside the Batter’s Box.** GV867.64 B365 2004

**Beer & Philosophy: The Unexamined Beer isn’t Worth Drinking.** TP577 B37 2007

**Buffy the Vampire Slayer and Philosophy: Fear and Trembling in Sunnydale.** PN1992.77 B84 B835 2003

**Cannabis: What Were We Just Talking About? Philosophy for Everyone.** HV5822 M3 C285 2010

**Christmas: Better than a Lump of Coal. Philosophy for Everyone.** BV45 C548 2010

**Climbing: Because it’s There. Philosophy for Everyone.** E105 L45 C47 2010

**College Sex: Philosophers with Benefits. Philosophy for Everyone.** HQ35.2 C645 2010

**Cycling: A Philosophical Tour de Force. Philosophy for Everyone.** GV1043.7 C9 2010

**Dating: Flirting with Big Ideas. Philosophy for Everyone.** HQ801 D336 2010

**Fatherhood: The Dao of Daddy. Philosophy for Everyone.** HQ756 F38246 2010

**Food & Philosophy: Eat, Drink and be Merry.** B105 F66 2007

**Football and Philosophy: Going Deep.** GV959 F55 2008

**Gardening: Cultivating Wisdom. Philosophy for Everyone.** SB454.3 P45 G36 2010

**Harry Potter and Philosophy: If Aristotle Ran Hogwarts.** PR6068 O93 Z69 2004

**Hunting: In Search of the Wild Life. Philosophy for Everyone.** SK14 H86 2010

**Lord of the Rings and Philosophy: One Book to Rule them All.** PR6039 O32 L6356 2003

**Motherhood: The Birth of Wisdom. Philosophy for Everyone.** HQ759 M873819 2010

**Philosophy: A Very Short Introduction.** B74 C83 2002

**Philosophy of Neo-Noir.** PN1995.9 F54 P56 2007

**Porn: How to Think with Kink. Philosophy for Everyone.** HQ471 P585 2010


**Seinfeld and Philosophy: The D’Oh of Homer.** B26 S56 2001

**Sopranos and Philosophy: I Kill Therefore I am.** PN1992.77 S66 S67 2004

**South Park & Philosophy: You Know I Learned Something Today.** PN1992.77 S665 S68 2007

**Star Wars and Philosophy: More Powerful than you can Possibly Imagine.** PN1995.9 S695 S76 2005

**Superheroes and Philosophy: Truth, Justice and the Socratic Way.** PN6712 S86 2005

**Whiskey & Philosophy: A Small Batch of Spirited Ideas.** TP605 W55 2010

**Wine & Philosophy: A Symposium on Thinking and Drinking.** TP548 W743 2008

**Woody Allen and Philosophy: You Mean My Whole Fallacy is Wrong?** PN1998.3 A45 W67 2004
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Faculty and Staff “My Favorite Book” Recommendations for National Library Week, April 10-16, 2011

Title & Call Number

Recommended by

*Lord of the Rings*, PR6039 .O32 L63457
Lisa Moran

*The Shipping News*, PS3566 .R697 S4
Tim Brockman

*Proof*, PS3551 .U28 P7
Ginger Primus

*Schindler’s List*, PR9619.3 .K46 S3
Sherry Trachtman

*Shadow Country*, PS3563 .A8584 S53
Victor Zabelski

*The Photobook: A History*, N7433.3 .P39
Sarah Raymond

*The Sheltering Sky*, PS3552 .O874 A6
Bill Schran

*Roots*, E185.97 .H24 A33
Jean Hogan

*Interpreter of Maladies*, PS3562 .A316 I58
Martha Davis

*Middlesex*, PS3555 .U4 M53
Izanne Zorin

Bruce Wahl

*Iron John*, HQ1090.3 .B59
Ron Boykin

*A Prayer for Owen Meany*, PS3559 .R8 P7
Barbara Holt

*The Awakening*, PS1294 .C63 A6
Lucy Holsonbake AND Nicole Cintas

*Ficciones*, PQ7797 .B635 F5
Sarah Liberatore

*The Lacuna*, PS3561 .I496 L33
Jarrod Waetjen

*The Help*, PS3619 .T636 H45
Mary Hanrahan

*Villette*, PR4167 .V5
Emily Chiles

*Moby-Dick*, PS2384 .M6
Jon Burton

*Musicophilia*, ML3830 .S13
Elizabeth Lanthier

*Tuesdays with Morrie*, LD571 .B418
Dawn Titafi

*A Mercy*, PS3563 .O8749 M47
Joe Windham

*Genius of Robert Adam*, NA997 .A4 H368
Matt Todd

*The Not So Big House*, NA7125 .S87
Brandee Worsham

*Wolf Hall*, PR6063 .A438 W65
Sylvia Rortvedt

*Fall of Giants*, PR6056 .D45 F35
Bob Laubach

*The Greatest Generation*, D811 .A2
Frances Villagran-Glover

*Cruel and Unusual*, PS3553 .O692 C78
Kim Gross

*Washington Rules: America’s Path to Permanent War*, JZ1480 .B335
Denny May

*To Kill a Mockingbird*, PS3562 .E353 I6
Maureen Meyer

*Third World America*, HC106.84 .H84
Dominique Hubbard

*Don Quixote*, PQ6329 .A2
Thom Hilanto

*Three Years in the Sixth Corps*
Ernest Packer
March 2011

Happy St. Patrick's Day!

March is a month of feasting and fasting: Mardi Gras. Lent. The Ides of March. Purim. And St Patrick's Day. Patrick is the patron saint of Ireland, so in his honor why not read a book about Ireland or the Celts? Or in honor of St Patrick's day – read a book about beer! Or maybe even watch an Irish movie or listen to some Celtic tunes. Erin Go Braugh.

Bottigheimer, Karl. Ireland and the Irish: A Short History. DA910 B67 1982
Boys and Girls from County Clare. DVD PN1997 B72182x 2005
Cahill, Thomas. How the Irish Saved Civilization. DA930.5 C34 1995
The Celts: Ancient Civilizations. DVD D70 C434x 2004
The Celts: The Complete Saga. DVD D70 C437x 2010
The Celts: Europe’s People of Iron. D70 C45 1994
Celtic Tides. CD M1745.18 C455x 1998
Curtin, Jeremiah. Hero Tales of Ireland. GR147 C8 1971
Hollis, Daniel Webster. The History of Ireland. DA910 H65 2001
Kearney, Hugh. Ireland: Contested Ideas of Nationalism and History. DA913 K43 2007
Kilfeather, Siobhan. Dublin: A Cultural History. DA995 D75 K55 2005
Loughrey, Patrick. The People of Ireland. DA927 P46 1989
My Left Foot. DVD RC388 B7 2005
Neill, Kenneth. Illustrated History of Ireland. DA910 N43
Neville, Peter. A Traveller’s History of Ireland. DA910 N48 2003
Pakenham, Thomas. Traveller’s Companion to Dublin. DA995 D8 D79 2003
Scanlan, Margaret. Culture and Customs of Ireland. DA925 S33 2006
Scherman, Katharine. The Flowering of Ireland: Saints, Scholars & Kings. DA930.5 S33 2009
State, Paul. A Brief History of Ireland. DA 910 S73 2009
Von Munching, Philip. Beer Blast: The Inside Story of the Brewing Industry’s Bizarre Battles for your Money. HD9397 U64 V36
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February 2011

Valentine’s Day is February 14th – a day for flowers, chocolates, and romantic cards. Celebrate love and romance by reading one of these titles on the history of the greeting card industry, dating, relationships (and yes, even a little sex). Or read some love poems. Or check out a romantic movie on DVD.

Ackerman, Diane. *A Natural History of Love*. HQ801 A513 1994

Albers, Jerome. *Dating the Older Man: It Takes Two to Tango, But Only One to Mess it Up*. HG801 A5219x 2003


Emrich, Duncan. *Folklore of Love and Courtship*. GR460 E45

Feldhahn, Shaunti. *For Women Only: What You Need to Know About the Inner Lives of Men*. BT708.5 F455 2004

Folan, Karyn. *Don’t Bring Home a White Boy and Other Notions that Keep Black Women from Dating Out*. HQ801.8 F65 2010

Freitas, Donna. *Sex & The Soul: Juggling Sexuality, Spirituality, Romance, and Religion on America’s College Campuses*. BL625.9 C64 F74 2008

Ganeshananthan, V.V. *Love Marriage*. PS3607 A455 L68 2008


Gray, John. *Men are from Mars, Women are from Venus*. HQ734 G727 1992


Sheffield, Rob. *Talking to Girls About Duran Duran: One Young Man’s Quest for True Love and a Cooler Haircut*. ML423 S537 A3 2010


Turner, Jeffrey. *Dating and Sexuality in America*. HQ801 A3 T87 2003

Weiss, Stefanie. *Eco-Sex: Go GREEN Between the Sheets and Make Your Love Life Sustainable*. HQ23 W455 2010

Wells, Stanley. *Shakespeare Sex & Love*. PR3069 S45 W46 2010

Whitty, Monica. *Online M@tchmaking*. HQ801.82 O55 2007

**DVD titles:**

*An Affair to Remember*. PN1997 A31154577x 2002

*Beauty and the Beast*. PN1997.5 B43892x 2002
It’s that time again – the beginning of a new semester – Spring 2011 (even if it doesn’t feel like spring outside!). Some of you are brand new to campus, some are returning from last semester – some may be returning from many semesters ago. Get ready for a new semester of learning and growing with books on studying, finances and debt management, lifestyles of young adults, and college skills.

Bray, Lara.  *Why Won’t the Landlord Take Visa?*  HQ799.5 B73 2000
Burns, Peter.  *Success in College: From C’s in High School to A’s in College*.  LB2343.32 B87 2006
Conley, David.  *College Knowledge*.  LB2343.32 C66 2005
Discounted Dreams: High Hopes and Harsh Realities at America’s Community Colleges.  DVD LB2328.15 U6 DS73683x 2007
Fortang, Laura.  *Now What: 90 Days to a New Direction*.  HQ2037 F67 2004
Fox, Gunnar.  *Kick Ass in College*.  LB2343.2 F69x 2005
Generation Next.  DVD 799.7 G45947x 2007
Hassler, Christine.  *20 Something Manifesto*.  HQ799.5 H37 2008
Kuh, George.  *Student Success in College*.  LB2343.32 S79 2005
Males, Mike.  *Framing Youth: 10 Myths about the Next Generation*.  HQ796 M2577 1998
Osgood, D. Wayne.  *On Your Own Without a Net*.  HQ799.7 O5 2005
Scheele, Adele. *Launch Your Career in College*. LB2343.2 S328 2005
Twenge, Jean. *Generation Me*. HQ799.7 T94 2006
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